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Abstract - Timing-error-detection (TED)-based systems have been shown to reduce power consumption or increase yield due 
to reduced margins. Reducing voltage in the circuit results in slow operation that incurs more delay. Canary circuits have been 
designed for error detection and error correction approach. Canary circuit results in large delay. Adaptive logic has been 
designed with dual latch phase in each stage. A combination of XNOR gate and flip-flop around each stage is added for the 
verification of correct operation. The entire architecture was modeled using Verilog code with the help of XILINX ISE tool . 
 
Index Terms - Timing margin, TED (Timing Error Detection), TEP (Timing Error Prevention), canary circuit.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In VLSI, Energy efficiency has emerged as a critical 
design requirement. In order to obtain the maximum 
power savings it is essential to scale the supply voltage 
as low as possible while ensuring the correct operation 
of the system. Maximum possible supply voltage that 
results in correct operation. Means if there is 
insufficient voltage to the circuit the process of 
operation of that circuit will be slow so if we give 
sufficient voltage, correct operation will be observed 
in the circuit.  
 
Many energy efficient design techniques have been 
proposed in an efficient way of reducing energy 
consumption. Reducing voltage in the circuit results in 
slow operation that incurs more delay (main drawback 
of reducing voltage)  Several techniques such as 
pipelining, parallel processing have been proposed to 
allow large reduction in voltage. Pipelining involves 
sequential elements to the data path to reduce the delay. 
Due to additional elements to the current data path 
results in circuit latency. To overcome the drawback 
of pipelining technique parallel processing technique 
is been introduced which resolves the drawback of 
pipelining technique by splitting the particular tasks 
‘N’ here the  processor need to execute the ‘N’ tasks 
concurrently ‘N’ times that results in reduced voltage 
but introduces drawback of large area. To overcome 
the above drawbacks timing margin technique is been 
introduced which works effectively in reducing 
voltage of the current circuit which results in no circuit 
latency and no large area. Finally to obtain maximum 
power savings need to scale the supply voltage as low 
as possible. This can be achieved by using timing 
margin technique. This is explained in brief in section 
I. 
 
The rest of the paper described as section II deals with 
background, section III deals with canary circuit 
connected to ALU section IV deals with adaptive logic 
connected to ALU and section V describes the results 
and followed by a conclusion      

II. BACKGROUND  
 
A major challenge in Timing margin[3],[4] technique 
reduction methodologies has increased the timing 
error probability variatins.Variations are divided into 
two types 1.Spatial variation, 2.Temporal  variation 
Transistors are effected by spatial variation. Spatial 
variation is divided into two types 1.Global variation, 
2.local variation. Electrical characteristics of the 
devices effects global variation. Transistor 
characteristics in more unpredictable way due to 
randomness effects local variation. Temporal 
variations are divided into two type’s 1.static 
variation, 2. Temporal variation. During fabrication 
period which effects the static variation. Due to 
environmental changes, such as temperature, supply 
voltage noise, and aging cause the transistors to 
experience variability depending on time which 
effects temporal variation. To accommodate the 
potential increase in circuit delay caused by the 
variations more timing margin is given in traditional 
design approaches. To overcome the limitations in the 
traditional design there are two approaches to reduce 
the error in the current circuit that incurs delay in the 
circuit. One is to predict the occurrence of errors to 
avoid timing violation (error prediction approach), and 
the other is to detect actual errors and correct them 
(error detection approach).There are many error 
correction methods among them instruction replay and 
counter flow pipelining are time consuming 
techniques which are best known error correction 
techniques though they incurs the circuit with more 
delay. In instruction replay if an error occurs at a 
particular stage, it allows the cycle to propagate until 
the last stage, and then all stages in the pipeline are in 
embarrassment state. If there are N pipeline stages, 
this will require N cycles. The failed instruction is then 
reissued to the pipeline, with the clock running at half 
speed, which should ensure that the failing instruction 
does not cause another error. This rerun takes 2N 
cycles, and so the completion time of the next 
instruction that follows the error is delayed by 3N 
cycles. The counter flow pipelining technique is a 
error detects an error in the entire pipeline if an error is 
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generated in the particular stage it will be corrected in 
the next state from then new instructions are reissued 
starting from the next cycle. 
 
A. Timing Error Detection (TED) 
Key component of TED [5] is EDS (Timing Error 
Detection).EDS circuit generates error signals when 
path fails. This is also called as late signal detection 
concept a well-known synchronization concept. If 
there occurs an error in order to reduce the error EDS 
circuit is composed by using sequential and 
combinational circuits that are placed in the critical 
logic circuit to reduce the error which automatically 
reduces the delay. In EDS circuit timing error is 
flagged off to the circuit when the data is transmitted 
to the logical circuit this delay is reduced by using 
EXOR gate. Where the inputs are given to it from the 
output of combinational and sequential elements. Thus, 
the minimum delay for the combinational logic is the 
TED window which is composed by using EDS circuit. 
To prevent these false errors, the increased hold time 
constraints must be dealt with by inserting additional 
buffers into these fast paths. The OR tree induces 
delay into the error feedback system and no data can 
be written or instruction can be retired back faster than 
this delay.[2] 
 
B. Timing Error Prevention (TEP) 
We combine TED with TB (Time Borrowing) which 
results in TEP. Combining TED with TB into TEP 
conceives system can tolerate late coming signals 
without the requirement of additional components, 
which follow the timing margin technique. This 
method works as follows When a late signal arrives, 
TB occurs normally. TB events are detected with EDS 
latches. TB borrows the time from previous stage. TB 
is nothing but latch .Latch is generally used for time 
borrowing concept. Latch will have enable signal. In 
latch when enable signal is high it is called transparent 
latch. The processing speed of the transparent latch is 
high compared to normal latch. Normal latch (when 
enable signal is low i.e., 0) Transparent latch (when 
enable signal is high i.e.,1). With TEP, the maximum 
amount of borrowed time is the latch transparent time. 
Thus, recovery is necessary to prevent borrowed time 
to accumulate beyond this limit. Late signals are 
allowed for both TED and TEP. When TEP is 
integrated using dual latch nothing but using 2 latches 
in the single stage. Resulting system cannot only 
tolerate late signals, but does not require additional 
hold buffers on fast paths. This is a large advantage 
compared with a traditional TED system. This is 
discussed in brief in section IV [9]. 
 
C.  Simplified Power Management for Adaptive 
Logic 
For battery operated systems, generally the battery 
voltage VBatt decreases as the battery discharges 
Previous designs aims to keep VDD constant over this 
battery continuously regulates a discharge concept.In 

order to maintain high efficiency in the circuit this 
ensures a fixed operating voltage but due to constant 
voltage battery gets discharge[6]. To avoid battery 
discharge we need to choose two methods named 
multiple topologies to support a changing VBatt, tight 
closed-loop regulation at the output. 
 
Above two methods require a complex control 
circuitary which leads to a large design.  
 
In order to maintain high efficiency over a large range 
of VBatt, the Vref must linearly adjust with VBatt. 
This allows VDD to linearly scale up with changes in 
VBatt. This provides a nearly constant VDD/VBatt 
ratio. This allows no fluctuations in the battery. This 
ratio is called the voltage conversion ratio (VCR) of 
the dc–dc converter. The ideal VCR, which is n/m, 
assumes no losses in the converter. The maximum 
conversion efficiency can be defined in terms of VCR 
and iVCR  
 
ηmax = VCR/iVCR = (m/n) ∗ (VDD/VBatt) 

---------(1) 
 
Allowing for a nearly constant VDD/VBatt for 
changing VBatt enables ηmax to be achieved for a 
wide VBatt range.Here technique will be defined as 
the scaled input regulation (SIR) technique. To 
provide high efficiency across a large range of VBatt 
SIR Technique is used. In order to avoid constant 
voltage concept SIR [7] technique is implemented by 
using a varying voltage concept. This varying voltage 
requirement can be easily fulfilled by TEP and TED 
concepts that are used in adaptive logic concept.To 
obtain MEP (Minimum Energy Point) which is 
nothing but less voltage, power, delay, error must be 
achieved in order to achieve MEP. Increasingly large 
operating VDD range. To employ the traditional 
approach with variations include by using timing 
margin technique canary circuit is implemented which 
is explained in detail in section III. 

 
Fig. 1 SC DC-DC converter 
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III. CANARY CIRCUIT 
 
There are two error correction circuits namely razor 
circuit and canary circuit[2].In razor circuit every 
stage have main flip-flop and shadow flipflop. These 
two are provided with a clock of opposite polarity. The 
shadow flop is always expected to hold correct values 
even though a timing violation may have occurred in 
the main flop. Apart from error detection, error 
correction has also been done. An EXOR gate is used 
to compare the values of output of the main flop to the 
shadow flop. In case of a mismatch, timing error is 
reported and output of the EXOR gate will go high. 
The output of the EXOR gate is also the select line of 
the multiplexer which will go high in case of 
mismatch. During timing violation, instead of taking 
input from previous stage, the Razor flop [6] will 
reflect the output of the shadow flop and during the 
next cycle, correct data will be forwarded to the next 
stage. Several numbers of stages are included in a 
single razor circuit which leads a large design. To 
avoid that drawback canary circuit is been used to 
detect and correct error in a single stage. This reduces 
the drawback of razor circuit. The timing error is 
predicted by comparing the value of the main flop with 
that of the canary flop. The data input to the canary 
flop is delayed instead of clock. So the canary flop will 
run into timing violation before the main flop .An alert 
signal triggers a warning for possible timing 
violations. 

 
Fig.2 canary circuit 

Advantages of canary circuit over razor circuit  
1. Elimination of delayed clock 
2. Robustness for variations 
3. Protection against timing errors 

 
In order to correct the error predefinely canary circuit 
have been introduced to reduce the error in one cycle 
without introducing any delay in the circuit. Adaptive 
logic is implemented by modifying canary circuit for 
better results which is explained in detail in section IV. 
 
IV. SYSTEM SIMULATION 
 
A. Adaptive load and Dickson converter 
Adaptive logic is nothing but we design a circuit based 
upon the requirements to result in best output.so here 
we designed a circuit using canary circuit using dual 
latch phase at every stage placed at IN and OUT. For 
varying voltage here we using 3:1 Dickson DC-DC [8] 
converter to avoid battery discharge concept and to 
provide variability in voltage. The Dickson SC 
converter has been shown to provide high efficiency 
across a large load range TEP load includes dual latch 
phase provided at both input and output at each stage. 
Basically usage of latch in the provides less delay by 
borrowing the time from previous stages if needed. In 
case any time is been borrowed that will be recovered. 
The recovery is implemented by using clock control 
circuit This is achieved by first combining TB event 
signals (TBE_NEG[n] and TBE_POS[n])  The clock 
control circuit latches the aggregated signal at the 
beginning of the next phase and excludes a single 
phase out from the external clock (CLK_EXT) in the 
case of flagged TB event. To avoid glitches, the gating 
of CLK_EXT is initiated at the middle of the phase 
using a 90° shifted reference clock (CLK_REF). 
A combination of X-OR gate with flip flop around 
every stage is added for verification of correction 
operation. Here canary circuit is placed at the end of 
every stage for error correction and detection purpose. 
Circuit can be of any number of stages, we have taken 
a adaptive circuit with 5 stages for error detection and 
correction purpose. 

 
Fig.3 Adaptive test system using canary circuit at the end of each stage 
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B. Proposed work 
Here digital circuit is taken to compare the results 
between canary circuits and adaptive logic circuit.Clk 
of digital circuit is connected to adaptive system 
through CLK_EXT signal.ALU [10] is taken as basic 
digital circuit to compare the results. An arithmetic 
logic unit (ALU) is a combinational digital electronic 
circuit that performs arithmetic and bitwise operations 
on integer binary numbers. This is in contrast to a 
floating-point unit (FPU), which operates on floating 
point numbers. An ALU is a fundamental building 
block of many types of computing circuits, including 
the central processing unit (CPU) of computers, FPUs, 
and graphics processing units (GPUs). A single CPU, 
FPU or GPU may contain multiple ALUs.The inputs 
to an ALU are the data to be operated on, called 
operands and a code indicating the operation to be 
performed and, optionally, status information from a 
previous operation; the ALU's output is the result of 
the performed operation. In many designs, the ALU 
also exchanges additional information with a status 
register, which relates to the result of the current or 
previous operations. 

 
Fig.4 ALU 

 
C. Simulation results 
The simulation studies involve the delay comparison 
of individual 16-bit ALU, 16-bit ALU [10] connected 
to canary circuit and 16 –bit ALU connected to 
adaptive system. 
 

Structure Delay 
16-bit ALU 4.776 ns 

16-bit ALU connected to 
canary circuit 3.44 ns 

16-bit ALU connected to 
adaptive circuit 2.414 ns 

Table 1 comparison of delay 

 
Fig 5 Comparison of delay 

CONCLUSION 
 
Insufficient supply voltage to the circuit causes delay 
in the circuit and results in incorrect outputs.inorder to 
supply sufficient voltage SC DC-DC converter is used. 
Delay is generally caused due to errors, to reduce those 
errors canary circuit is designed to reduce the errors in 
single shot without the usage of stages.But by using 
dual latch phase to the circuit the performance of the 
circuit is improved than the previous method. By using 
dual latch phase, canary circuit and a combination of 
X-OR gate with flip flop around every stage is added 
for verification of correction operation results in 
improved output than the previous method. 
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